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Abstract

Hummingbird submitted ranked result sets for
the Chinese, Japanese, Korean and English Sin-
gle Language Information Retrieval subtasks of the
Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval Task of the 4th
NII-NACSIS Test Collection for IR Systems Work-
shop (NTCIR-4). SearchServer’s experimental op-
tion of splitting compound words (decompounding)
was found to significantly increase mean average
precision for Korean and modestly increase it for
Japanese and Chinese. After decompounding, the
differences between segmenting into words and an
overlapping n-gram approach were not statistically
significant for any of the 3 languages. Per-topic
analysis suggested that segmentation sometimes sep-
arates proper names into unrelated shorter words
while n-grams may overweight words of length greater
than ‘n’. Keywords: Decompounding, compound-
splitting, compound-breaking, segmenting, stemming,
n-grams, bigrams, robustness, Chinese (Traditional),
Japanese, Korean.

1 Introduction

Hummingbird SearchServer1 is a toolkit for devel-
oping enterprise search and retrieval applications. The
SearchServer kernel is also embedded in other Hum-
mingbird products for the enterprise.

SearchServer works in Unicode internally [4] and
supports most of the world’s major character sets and
languages. The major conferences in text retrieval
evaluation (NTCIR [6], CLEF [2] and TREC [8]) have
provided opportunities to objectively evaluate Search-
Server’s support for more than a dozen languages.

This (draft) paper focuses on experimental work
with SearchServer for the task of finding relevant doc-

1SearchServerTM , SearchSQLTMand Intuitive SearchingTM are
trademarks of Hummingbird Ltd. All other copyrights, trademarks
and tradenames are the property of their respective owners.

uments for natural language queries in 3 East Asian
languages (Chinese, Japanese and Korean) using the
NTCIR-4 test collections.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data

The document sets of the NTCIR-4 test collections
(CLIR task) consisted of news articles from 1998 and
1999 in Chinese (Traditional), Japanese, Korean and
English. Table 1 gives their sizes (the asterisks indi-
cate that the text size includes a few duplicates that
were actually not indexed; the number of documents
is exact). For more details, see the CLIR overview pa-
per [5].

Table 1. Sizes of NTCIR-4 Document Sets
Language Text Size #Documents

Japanese 815,022,439* bytes 593,636
Chinese 555,285,156* bytes 381,375
Korean 415,842,568 bytes 254,438
English 692,860,409* bytes 347,376

2.2 Indexing

SearchServer supports two approaches to indexing
Asian text: segmenting into words and overlapping n-
grams.

Segmenting can be thought of as performing an ini-
tial segmentation of the text into words (particularly
challenging in Chinese and Japanese because of the
lack of spaces between words), followed by an op-
tional decompounding step (to split compound words),
and finally stemming each word to a base form (con-
sidered the final output of the segmenter). Several ex-
amples are in the per-topic analysis below. In the ex-
perimental post-5.x versions of SearchServer used for
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this paper, a component of SearchServer’s segmenter
was Inxight LinguistXR© Platform (3.6.3 for the diag-
nostic runs, 3.6.0.3 for the submitted runs).

The n-gram approach usually uses overlapping bi-
grams for Asian text, but sometimes a different ‘n’ is
used (e.g. for Katakana words).

More indexing details, including SearchServer syn-
tax, are in our NTCIR-3 paper [9]. The main dif-
ferences from last time are the experimental decom-
pounding option and the use of a short stopword list
for each language.

2.3 Searching

SearchServer’s Intuitive Searching was used, i.e.
the ISABOUT predicate of SearchSQL, which ac-
cepts unstructured text. For example, if the Title for
a topic was “(,á�” (Earthquakes, Taiwan), then
a corresponding SearchSQL query would be:

SELECT RELEVANCE() AS REL, DOCNO
FROM NTC4J
WHERE FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT ’(, á�’
ORDER BY REL DESC;

The relevance value calculation is the same as de-
scribed last time [9]. Briefly, SearchServer dampens
the term frequency and adjusts for document length
in a manner similar to Okapi [7] and dampens the in-
verse document frequency using an approximation of
the logarithm.

The use of inverse document frequency means that
words that occur in fewer documents are assigned
higher weight by relevance ranking. For all runs, doc-
ument length importance was set to 500 by Search-
Server’s RELEVANCEDLEN IMP setting, though it
wouldn’t make much difference for the (mostly short)
news articles used in these tests.

2.4 Diagnostic Runs

For the diagnostic runs listed in Tables 2 and 3, the
run names start with the first letter of the language,
followed by a label, followed by the topic field used
(‘T’ for the Titles (short keyword lists) or ‘D’ for the
Descriptions (typically one-sentence)). The labels are
as follows:

“Base”: The base run used the word-based ap-
proach with decompounding enabled. (For English,
decompounding was not applicable, but inflectional
stemming was still performed.)

“Cmpd”: Same as Base except that a different
SearchServer table was used which had decompound-
ing mode disabled.

“Ngram”: Same as Base except that a different
SearchServer table was used which was indexed with
overlapping n-grams.

Table 2. Scores of Diagnostic Title-only
Runs

Run AvgP Robust@10

J-Idf-T 0.310 54/55 (98%)
J-Base-T 0.309 55/55 (100%)
J-Ngram-T 0.307 55/55 (100%)
J-Cmpd-T 0.291 54/55 (98%)

K-Ngram-T 0.402 56/57 (98%)
K-Base-T 0.379 54/57 (95%)
K-Idf-T 0.370 53/57 (93%)
K-Cmpd-T 0.300 54/57 (95%)

C-Ngram-T 0.181 46/59 (78%)
C-Base-T 0.170 46/59 (78%)
C-Idf-T 0.169 45/59 (76%)
C-Cmpd-T 0.163 45/59 (76%)

E-Base-T 0.299 56/58 (97%)
E-Idf-T 0.290 54/58 (93%)

“Idf”: Same as Base except that the search used
RELEVANCE METHOD ‘V2:4’ to square the impor-
tance of inverse document frequency to the weighting
(compared to the other runs which used ‘V2:3’). The
impact on mean average precision for the Japanese and
Korean Descriptions was statistically significant (by
the test described in Section 2.6).

“Keep” (Description runs only): Same as Base ex-
cept that instruction words such as “find”, “relevant”
and “document” were not discarded before searching.
The word lists for Chinese, Japanese and Korean were
developed from the Descriptions of the NTCIR-3 top-
ics (not this year’s topics); an older list was used for
English. The impact on mean average precision was
statistically significant except for Chinese.

2.5 Evaluation Measures

The NTCIR organizers produced a set of relevance
assessments: a list of documents judged to be highly
relevant, relevant, partially relevant or not relevant for
each of the 60 topics. In this paper, we just count
‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’ as relevant. We follow
the NTCIR standard of discarding topics with fewer
than 3 relevant. For more details, see [5].

The primary evaluation measure in this paper is
“mean average precision” based on the first 1000 re-
trieved documents for each topic (denoted “AvgP” in
Tables 2, 3 and 13). “Average precision” for a topic is
the average of the precision after each relevant docu-
ment is retrieved (using zero as the precision for rel-
evant documents which are not retrieved). The score
ranges from 0.0 (no relevants found) to 1.0 (all rele-
vants found at the top of the list). For a set of topics,
all topics are weighted equally by the mean. Average



Table 3. Scores of Diagnostic
Description-only Runs

Run AvgP Robust@10

J-Idf-D 0.294 53/55 (96%)
J-Base-D 0.271 52/55 (95%)
J-Ngram-D 0.261 54/55 (98%)
J-Cmpd-D 0.259 52/55 (95%)
J-Keep-D 0.249 53/55 (96%)

K-Idf-D 0.349 53/57 (93%)
K-Base-D 0.322 54/57 (95%)
K-Keep-D 0.300 54/57 (95%)
K-Ngram-D 0.295 54/57 (95%)
K-Cmpd-D 0.254 51/57 (89%)

C-Idf-D 0.153 44/59 (75%)
C-Ngram-D 0.148 42/59 (71%)
C-Base-D 0.145 45/59 (76%)
C-Cmpd-D 0.140 44/59 (75%)
C-Keep-D 0.139 42/59 (71%)

E-Idf-D 0.268 51/58 (88%)
E-Base-D 0.267 54/58 (93%)
E-Keep-D 0.251 52/58 (90%)

precision takes into account both precision and recall,
and it is very good for detecting retrieval differences
because even small differences in the ranks of relevant
documents affect the score.

A more experimental measure is “robustness at 10
documents” (denoted “Robust@10”) which is the per-
centage of topics for which at least one relevant doc-
ument was returned in the first 10 rows (this was one
of the measures investigated in the TREC Robust Re-
trieval track last year [13]). This measure hides a lot of
retrieval differences (particularly in recall), but it may
be an indicator of a user’s impression of a method’s
robustness across topics.

2.6 Statistical Significance Tables

For Tables 4 and 8, the columns are as follows:

• “Expt” is a label for the experiment. It starts with
the language (‘C’ for Chinese, ‘J’ for Japanese,
‘K’ for Korean, ‘E’ for English), followed by the
feature being isolated (e.g. ‘Dmpd’ for decom-
pounding), followed by the topic fields used (‘T’
for Titles or ‘D’ for Descriptions).

• “Diff” is the difference of the mean average pre-
cision scores of the two runs being compared.

• “95% Conf” is an approximate 95% confi-
dence interval for the difference calculated using
Efron’s bootstrap percentile method2 [3] (using

2See [10] for some comparisons of confidence intervals from the

100,000 iterations). If zero is not in the interval,
the result is “statistically significant” (at the 5%
level), i.e. the feature is unlikely to be of neutral
impact, though if the average difference is small
(e.g.<0.020) it may still be too minor to be con-
sidered “significant” in the magnitude sense.

• “vs.” is the number of topics on which the score
was higher, lower and tied (respectively) with the
feature enabled. These numbers should always
add to the number of topics (59 for Chinese, 55
for Japanese, 57 for Korean, 58 for English).

2.7 Per-Topic Tables

For tables (such as Table 5) which focus on the per-
topic impacts of a particular experiment, the columns
are as follows:

• “Ranks” gives the ‘absolute rank’ (based on the
absolute value of the difference), followed by the
‘signed rank’ (based on the signed value of the
difference, which is also followed by an ‘e’ for
the most extreme topic in each direction). Typ-
ically the tables contain the topics with the 10
largest absolute differences in descending order.

• “Topic” gives the topic language, followed by the
topic number (1-60), followed by the topic field
(always T for Title in this paper).

• “Difference” gives the difference in the average
precision score, followed by the score of the Base
method and the score of the other method; i.e. the
difference is the Base score minus the other score
(before rounding the scores to 2 decimal places)

• “Rel” is the number of relevant documents for the
topic. Topics with few relevants tend to be easier
to analyze, but may be more subject to chance
differences.

The last row of each per-topic table has the averages
over all topics (not just the listed 10).

For each per-topic table, there is a followup sec-
tion with analysis of at least the extreme topic in each
direction (and sometimes one more). For the transla-
tions to English, the official topic translations and on-
line services [1] were helpful, and also invaluable as-
sistance was provided by Yiming Hu and Bryan Yoo.
Any errors that remain are the responsibility of the au-
thor.

3 Impact of Decompounding

Table 4 shows the difference of the ‘Base’ and
‘Cmpd’ runs (of Tables 2 and 3) for each language

bootstrap percentile, Wilcoxon signed rank and standard error meth-
ods for both average precision and Precision@10.



Table 4. Impact of Decompounding on
Average Precision

Expt Diff 95% Conf vs.

K-Dmpd-T 0.078 ( 0.042, 0.116) 42-15-0
K-Dmpd-D 0.069 ( 0.036, 0.105) 44-13-0
J-Dmpd-T 0.017 ( 0.004, 0.033) 30-24-1
J-Dmpd-D 0.011 (−0.003, 0.028) 31-23-1
C-Dmpd-T 0.007 (−0.008, 0.026) 32-25-2
C-Dmpd-D 0.006 (−0.002, 0.014) 32-25-2

Table 5. Largest Impacts of Decom-
pounding on Average Precision, Korean
Titles
Ranks Topic Difference Rel

1/ 1e K3T 0.50 (0.50-0.00) 33
2/ 2 K14T 0.45 (0.47-0.03) 67
3/ 3 K30T 0.40 (0.64-0.25) 84
4/ 4 K59T 0.33 (0.37-0.04) 110
5/57e K12T −0.29 (0.38-0.67) 4
6/ 5 K54T 0.29 (0.36-0.07) 50
7/ 6 K5T 0.26 (0.74-0.47) 94
8/ 7 K34T 0.24 (0.65-0.41) 4
9/ 8 K47T 0.23 (0.39-0.16) 41
10/ 9 K31T 0.21 (0.35-0.15) 129

Avg57 K-Dmpd-T 0.08 (0.38-0.30) 55

and topic field. In each case, mean average precision
was higher with decompounding enabled. The differ-
ences passed the statistical significance test for Korean
Titles, Korean Descriptions and Japanese Titles (i.e.
their confidence intervals do not contain zero). The
impact for Korean was particularly substantial (almost
8 points for Korean Titles).

These decompounding results are consistent with
what we have seen when investigating European lan-
guages, particularly German, Finnish, Dutch and
Swedish [11]. It appears that for any language with
a lot of compound words, decompounding is likely to
be a useful technique (on average).

3.1 Korean Decompounding

Topic 3: Table 5 shows that the largest impact
from decompounding for Korean Title queries was
on topic 3, which consisted of one compound word
ŢIv¶Čj (Embryonic Stem Cells). Without de-
compounding, the query scored zero becauseŢIv
¶Čj (or any inflection) did not occur in the docu-
ments. Decompounding the query produced the stems
ŢI (embryo bud),v¶ (stem) andČj (cell).ŢI
was a stem of many compound words in relevant doc-

uments such asŢIşGńŞ,ŢIşGŹ,ŢIşG
˚ (embryo bud phase),ŢIÄCŹ andÄCŢI˚
(embryo bud reproduction).Čj was also a stem of
inflections and compounds in relevant documents such
asČj` (cell), 4Čj¶˚ (4th cell phase),ČjÛŐ
ú, ČjÛŐ¸ (cell division),ČjÛŐYAú (cell
division process) andC$ăL–Čj (somatic cell
removal). v¶ (stem) did not commonly appear in
the relevant documents. It appears that many of the re-
lated words in the documents were different compound
words, so it seems unlikely any simple query could
have scored highly without decompounding document
words (or at least doing arbitrary word breaks using
n-grams).

Topic 14: The queryÞE ÒòB (Environmen-
tal Hormone) was provided as 2 words. But the rel-
evant documents usually usedÞEÒòB or other 1-
word variants such asÞEÒòBú orÞEÒòB˚
which only matched the query when decompounding
mode was used. It may also have been helpful that
decompounding would allow compounds containing
an ‘environment’ component to match, e.g.ÞE;
[`ffiù (environment specialists),ÞEÃÒv (en-
vironment protecting state), or compounds contain-
ing a ‘hormone’ component to match, e.g.+ĄÒò
B (male hormone),ŁĄÒòB (female hormone).
Generally, this topic illustrates that it can be difficult
for a user to know whether a term is used as a com-
pound word in the documents or not, and with a de-
compounding system it should not matter if the user
guesses right.

Topic 12: The biggest negative impact from decom-
pounding was on topic 12, for which decompounding
mode splitu£Pő (Kirosawa, a Japanese film direc-
tor) to common wordsu£ (a region in Seoul) andP
(buy, after stemming). With decompounding off,u£
Pő was stemmed to uncommon wordu£P, giving
higher weight to a good term for matching Kirosawa
documents, which appears to be why it scored higher.

3.2 Japanese Decompounding

Topic 42: Table 6 shows that the largest impact
from decompounding for Japanese Title queries was
on topic 42, for which the compound word�#7
K�S4E�� (Apple Computer) was split to
�$7K (Apple) and�S4F�� (Computer),
and average precision was 25 points higher. The main
reason appears to be that some relevant documents did
not use�#7K�S4E�� but just used�#
7K or sometimes the hyphenated form of�#7
K��S4E��. Also, sometimes relevant docu-
ments would just use the long form once and the short
form afterwards; e.g. JA-981016069 is a highly rele-
vant document which has�#7K�S4E��
just once, but�#7K 5 other times, so matching
the short form was helpful for the document to appear



Table 6. Largest Impacts of Decom-
pounding on Average Precision,
Japanese Titles

Ranks Topic Difference Rel

1/ 1e J42T 0.25 (0.40-0.15) 56
2/ 2 J52T 0.24 (0.28-0.04) 179
3/ 3 J51T 0.12 (0.73-0.61) 58
4/ 4 J59T 0.11 (0.65-0.54) 233
5/ 5 J34T 0.09 (0.12-0.03) 60
6/55e J39T −0.07 (0.23-0.29) 58
7/ 6 J28T 0.06 (0.18-0.12) 56
8/ 7 J47T 0.05 (0.31-0.26) 128
9/ 8 J53T 0.04 (0.71-0.67) 45
10/54 J21T −0.04 (0.83-0.87) 16

Avg55 J-Dmpd-T 0.02 (0.31-0.29) 130

on topic. It may also have been helpful that splitting
to two terms in effect doubled the weight as�#7
K and�S4F�� were almost as uncommon on
their own as�#7K�S4E��. (The topic also
contained the phrase�üW (New Products) which
was segmented to� (New) andüW (Products) even
without decompounding on.)

Topic 52: Decompoundingq»; (Crown
Princess) toq»; (Crown Prince) and (Princess)
led to a 24 point increase. The other query term,
�; (Masako, the princess) was left intact in both
cases. The reasons that decompounding was help-
ful varied. For example, at least one relevant docu-
ment (JY-19980616J1OYMAO1400010) used the split
form q»;��;, which would only match
in the decompounding case. Another relevant doc-
ument did not contain the compoundq»;
but did containq»; and  separately (JY-
19990114J1TYEUG0400010). Another relevant doc-
ument did not contain, justq»; and�; (JY-
19991210J1TYEUG0400010). Decompounding in ef-
fect doubled the weight onq»; because each
piece was almost as uncommon on its own, making
the documents with just�; (the name is also used
by non-princesses) rank lower. Also, a lot of relevant
documents usedq»; repeatedly, i.e.q»; was a
good indicator that the document may be on topic.

Topic 39: Decompounding splitl"� (worker)
tol" (work) and� (person), and it split)�®
(foreigner) to)� (foreign country) and® (person),
which was not helpful in this case. These are words
which are compounds in Japanese but not in English.
The opposite also occurred in this topic in that the
word®ñ (human rights) was not split, even though
it corresponds to a phrase in English. Note that)�
®l"� (foreign worker) was initially segmented to
)�® (foreigner) andl"� (worker) even in non-

Table 7. Largest Impacts of Decom-
pounding on Average Precision, Chinese
Titles
Ranks Topic Difference Rel

1/ 1e C7T 0.38 (0.56-0.18) 7
2/59e C22T −0.20 (0.13-0.33) 4
3/ 2 C52T 0.14 (0.36-0.22) 3
4/ 3 C51T 0.10 (0.42-0.32) 13
5/58 C48T −0.07 (0.31-0.38) 17
6/ 4 C45T 0.06 (0.13-0.07) 47
7/57 C5T −0.06 (0.41-0.47) 7
8/ 5 C21T 0.04 (0.31-0.27) 17
9/ 6 C11T 0.04 (0.36-0.32) 27
10/56 C38T −0.03 (0.33-0.37) 5

Avg59 C-Dmpd-T 0.01 (0.17-0.16) 22

decompounding mode. This topic had the largest neg-
ative impact from decompounding Japanese Titles, but
it was just a 7 point drop.

3.3 Chinese Decompounding

Topic 7: Table 7 shows that the largest impact
from decompounding for Chinese Title queries was
on topic 7, for which the compound wordOJy
ºª (Panama Canal) was split toOJy (Panama)
andºª (Canal) and average precision was 38 points
higher. One reason is that some relevant documents
(e.g. udnxxx 199912150456) referred toOJy and
ºª but notOJyºª together. Also, even ifO
Jyºª did occur, oftenOJy andºª would
also occur on their own and so would help the doc-
ument to appear on topic when decompounding.O
Jy andºª were also uncommon enough on their
own for splitting them to give more combined weight
from inverse document frequency thanOJyºª on
its own (there were some other terms in the query).

Topic 22: The next largest impact was on topic 22,
for which the company nameR±_� (Kia Motors)
was segmented toR (get up),± (second) and_�
(Motors), regardless of whether decompounding was
enabled. The first two words (R and±) were par-
ticularly common and matched many words unrelated
to Kia. It appears the score was lower with decom-
pounding enabled because there would be even more
spurious matches in non-relevant documents, e.g. in
non-relevant document ctspol 199712030001, unre-
lated word±] was matched just when decompound-
ing. In a manual system, a user could specify phrasing
to compensate for over-segmentation.

Topic 52: Unlike for Japanese (discussed earlier),
initial segmenting of0H�> (Crown Princess) pro-
duced0H� (Crown Prince) and> (Princess), and
decompounding further split0H� to0 (Emperor)



Table 8. Differences of Words vs. N-
grams in Average Precision

Expt Diff 95% Conf vs.

J-Seg-T 0.002 (−0.016, 0.018) 29-25-1
C-Seg-T −0.010 (−0.034, 0.010) 31-27-1
K-Seg-T −0.023 (−0.055, 0.005) 25-32-0

K-Seg-D 0.027 (−0.002, 0.056) 37-20-0
J-Seg-D 0.010 (−0.011, 0.032) 30-24-1
C-Seg-D −0.002 (−0.024, 0.017) 35-24-0

Table 9. Largest Differences of Words vs.
N-grams in Average Precision, Japanese
Titles
Ranks Topic Difference Rel

1/55e J26T −0.25 (0.17-0.42) 63
2/54 J10T −0.19 (0.17-0.36) 55
3/ 1e J50T 0.14 (0.62-0.48) 299
4/ 2 J24T 0.12 (0.22-0.10) 83
5/ 3 J51T 0.11 (0.73-0.62) 58
6/53 J5T −0.11 (0.18-0.29) 38
7/ 4 J12T 0.10 (0.13-0.03) 52
8/ 5 J7T 0.09 (0.46-0.37) 12
9/52 J39T −0.08 (0.23-0.31) 58
10/ 6 J43T 0.08 (0.59-0.50) 173

Avg55 J-Seg-T 0.00 (0.31-0.31) 130

andH� (shorter form of Crown Prince). One relevant
document (ctsint 199812100010) was not matched
by the longer form of Crown Prince; it just contained
the shorter form in̂ H�>-�ß^ (Japanese
Crown Princess Masako’s birthday), so the decom-
pounding mode scored higher.

4 Comparison with N-grams

Table 8 shows the difference of the ‘Base’ and
‘Ngram’ runs (of Tables 2 and 3), i.e. decompounded
words vs. overlapping n-grams for each language and
topic field. A positive difference means the word-
based approach scored higher. None of the differences
passed the statistical significance test (i.e. their confi-
dence intervals all contain zero). Per-topic analysis for
the Title topics follows.

4.1 Japanese Words vs. N-grams

Topic 26: Table 9 shows that the largest difference
of words vs. n-grams for Japanese Title queries was
on topic 26. The only difference in the parsing of
the query was for the phrase)A¯© (Diplomatic

Table 10. Largest Differences of Words
vs. N-grams in Average Precision, Chi-
nese Titles
Ranks Topic Difference Rel

1/59e C22T −0.49 (0.13-0.62) 4
2/58 C3T −0.18 (0.26-0.44) 16
3/ 1e C7T 0.17 (0.56-0.39) 7
4/ 2 C60T 0.15 (0.32-0.16) 22
5/57 C46T −0.15 (0.16-0.31) 13
6/56 C5T −0.14 (0.41-0.55) 7
7/55 C48T −0.09 (0.31-0.41) 17
8/54 C59T −0.09 (0.02-0.11) 19
9/53 C36T −0.09 (0.17-0.25) 19
10/ 3 C2T 0.08 (0.31-0.22) 17

Avg59 C-Seg-T −0.01 (0.17-0.18) 22

Relations), for which the segmenter (even if decom-
pounding was not enabled) produced two words:)A
(Diplomacy) and¯© (Relationship), while the n-
gram approach additionally produced the middle bi-
gramA¯ which was less common in the documents,
in effect giving the phrase higher weight, which turned
out to be helpful for this query.

Topic 50: The query term(×D�� (under-
ground nuclear testing) was segmented to(× (un-
derground),D (nuclear) and�� (experiments). The
n-gram method would not match all occurrences of
the 1-character wordD (just occurrences matching
bigrams×D or D�), so it would not in general
match related text such asDA��Hu� (Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty),D§Æ (nuclear weapons)
orD$Þ (nuclear development), which may be why
n-grams scored lower on this topic.

4.2 Chinese Words vs. N-grams

Topic 22: Table 10 shows that the largest difference
of words vs. n-grams for Chinese Title queries was on
topic 22. We’ve already seen that decompounding was
harmful for this topic, but even with it disabled, n-
grams would have scored 29 points higher (0.62-0.33).
N-grams gave much higher weight toR±_� (Kia
Motors) by producing uncommon bigramsR± (Kia)
and±_ (which emphasized the phrase). Recall that
the segmenter produced common 1-character wordsR
and± (and assigned them low weights because they
were common). Both approaches produced_� (Mo-
tors) with similar weight. Although the segmenter still
matchedR±_� in the documents, its weighting fa-
vored non-relevant documents with other query terms
before retrieving the Kia Motors documents.

Topic 7: The n-gram weighting in effect doubled
the weight on the odd-lengthed wordOJy (Panama,
parsed as 2 bigrams:OJ andJy) compared to



Table 11. Largest Differences of Words
vs. N-grams in Average Precision, Ko-
rean Titles
Ranks Topic Difference Rel

1/57e K2T −0.51 (0.02-0.53) 13
2/56 K12T −0.47 (0.38-0.85) 4
3/ 1e K52T 0.22 (0.63-0.41) 3
4/55 K50T −0.21 (0.05-0.25) 36
5/54 K40T −0.20 (0.19-0.39) 18
6/53 K54T −0.18 (0.36-0.54) 50
7/ 2 K59T 0.16 (0.37-0.20) 110
8/ 3 K21T 0.14 (0.35-0.21) 22
9/52 K38T −0.09 (0.16-0.25) 32
10/ 4 K42T 0.09 (0.61-0.52) 27

Avg57 K-Seg-T −0.02 (0.38-0.40) 55

Canal (ºª), apparently boosting the rank of non-
relevant documents which focused on Panama (such as
udn xxx 199910080423 which was ranked 10th us-
ing n-grams but a lower 17th using the segmenter).
(The topic also contained other words which had pars-
ing differences, but the Panama Canal differences
seemed most important.)

4.3 Korean Words vs. N-grams

Topic 2: Table 11 shows the largest difference of
word vs. n-grams for Korean Title queries was on topic
2. The query containedoęŒv which appears to
be a misspelling ofSęŒv (Johnnie Walker). (The
Description and the documents used the correct form,
but the Title and Concepts did not. The first character
o sounds like ‘Jyo’ whileS sounds like ‘Jo’.) The
query form was not found in the documents when us-
ing the segmenter. The n-gram approach, however, in-
cluded the bigramsęŒ andŒv with high weight
and scored much higher. The bigramoę (Jyo-ni)
was produced with even higher weight (because it was
very uncommon in the documents), but it didn’t appear
often enough with other query terms to bring in a lot
of non-relevant documents. A manual system might
suggest to the user a modified query with the correct
spelling.

Topic 12: In topic 12, the Kirosawa topic men-
tioned earlier, the query wordIÅÍ (Akita) appears
to be a misspelling ofIÅĘ (Akira). The segmenter
gave a high weight to the 3-character query form (and
also a low weight to the split Kirosawa as mentioned
earlier) and so preferred some non-relevant documents
containingIÅÍ, while the n-gram approach pro-
duced enough useful bigrams to not be too distracted
by the misleading bigramÅÍ.

Topic 52: Segmenting in decompounding mode ac-
tually left the query wordáŒıü (Crown Princess)

Table 12. Impact of Squaring Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency on Average Precision

Expt Diff 95% Conf vs.

K-idf-D 0.027 ( 0.004, 0.053) 36-19-2
J-idf-D 0.023 ( 0.011, 0.036) 39-16-0
C-idf-D 0.008 (−0.003, 0.023) 28-30-1
J-idf-T 0.002 (−0.008, 0.011) 28-25-2
C-idf-T −0.001 (−0.008, 0.007) 24-33-2
K-idf-T −0.009 (−0.026, 0.007) 26-29-2

Table 13. Scores of Submitted Runs
Run AvgP Robust@10

HUM-J-J-T-01 0.311 54/55 (98%)
HUM-J-J-D-02 0.289 53/55 (96%)
HUM-J-J-C-03 0.274 54/55 (98%)
HUM-J-J-T-04 0.340 53/55 (96%)
HUM-J-J-D-05 0.317 54/55 (98%)

HUM-K-K-T-01 0.366 52/57 (91%)
HUM-K-K-D-02 0.334 53/57 (93%)
HUM-K-K-C-03 0.348 53/57 (93%)
HUM-K-K-T-04 0.401 52/57 (91%)
HUM-K-K-D-05 0.368 50/57 (88%)

HUM-C-C-T-01 0.169 45/59 (76%)
HUM-C-C-D-02 0.157 45/59 (76%)
HUM-C-C-C-03 0.170 46/59 (78%)
HUM-C-C-T-04 0.184 44/59 (75%)
HUM-C-C-D-05 0.179 46/59 (78%)

HUM-E-E-T-01 0.290 54/58 (93%)
HUM-E-E-D-02 0.266 51/58 (88%)
HUM-E-E-C-03 0.286 55/58 (95%)
HUM-E-E-T-04 0.310 53/58 (91%)
HUM-E-E-D-05 0.299 50/58 (86%)

intact and the 3 relevant documents were found with
high precision. The n-gram approach produced over-
lapping bigrams and matches such asáŒı,Œı and
˝˚ŒıŹ lowered its precision.

5 Submitted Runs

Table 13 lists the scores of the 5 runs submitted for
each language (in November 2003). All of the submit-
ted runs used the word-based approach with decom-
pounding enabled.

The T-01 runs were plain Title-only runs for each
language. They were the same as the ‘Idf-T’ runs of
Table 2 except that a different experimental version of
SearchServer was used (including an older version of
the segmenter). Also, the stopword list for English
may have been different.



The D-02 runs were the same as the T-01 runs ex-
cept that the Descriptions were used instead of the Ti-
tles. The Title runs scored higher in mean average
precision than the Description runs for each language
(and the differences were statistically significant for
Korean and Japanese).

The C-03 runs were the same as the T-01 runs ex-
cept that the Concepts were used instead of the Titles.
(The Concepts were usually longer keyword lists than
the Titles.) The Titles scored higher than the Concepts
(on average) except in Chinese, but these differences
were not statistically significant.

The T-04 and D-05 runs were blind feedback runs
in which the first 3 rows of the corresponding plain
run were used to find additional query terms. Only
terms appearing in at most 5% of the documents were
included. Mathematically, the approach is similar to
Rocchio feedback with weights of one-half for the
original query and one-sixth for each of the 3 expan-
sion rows. The results were similar to what we saw
for English [12] in the recent TREC Robust Retrieval
track, i.e. the increases in mean average precision were
statistically significant, but the Robust@10 score was
often lower.

6 Robustness Across Topics

For the experiments investigated in this paper (par-
ticularly decompounding and words vs. n-grams), the
differences in the Robust@10 score were not signifi-
cant (usually the difference needs to be at least 4 topics
(sometimes more) to pass the statistical significance
test when there are 55-59 topics in total). Even for
the Korean Title decompounding case, there was no
net change in robustness (3 topics were gained, but 3
others were lost).

It would be good to investigate the topics for which
the robustness criteria was not met, particularly in the
Chinese task which appears to be more challenging
than the others. But we have run out of time (and
space) for this draft paper.

7 Conclusions

The NTCIR test collections are very useful for un-
derstanding the differences between retrieval methods
for East Asian languages. Per-topic analysis found that
there usually was a good reason for the differences in
the average precision score.

The segmenters work pretty well. For retrieval, de-
compounding mode is a good default setting, espe-
cially for Korean. In the automatic evaluation, the
word and n-gram approaches scored similarly on most
topics. In a manual system, a user could use Search-
Server’s phrase, wildcard and weighting operators to
further control either approach. We should continue to
investigate the topics for more insights.
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